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We give a negative answer to the question whether every partial ombinatory algebra
an be ompleted. The expli it ounterexample will be an intri ately onstru ted term
model, the onstru tion and the proof that it works heavily depending on synta ti
te hniques. In parti ular, it is a ni e example of reasoning with elementary diagrams and
des endants. We also in lude a domain-theoreti proof of the existen e of an
in ompletable partial ombinatory algebra.
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1. Introdu tion
onsider a stru ture A = hA; s; k; i, where A is some set ontaining the distinguished elements s; k , equipped with a binary operation  on A, alled appliation, whi h may be partial.

Notation 1.1
1 Instead of a  b we write ab; and in writing appli ative expressions, the usual onvention
of asso iation to the left is employed. So for elements a; b; 2 A, the expression aba(a )
is short for ((a  b)  a)  (a  ).
2 ab # will mean that ab is de ned; ab " means that ab is not de ned. Obviously, an
appli ative expression an only be de ned if all its subexpressions are.
3 If t1 ; t2 are appli ative expressions, t1 
= t2 means that either both t1 " and t2 ", or
t1 # and t2 # and t1 = t2 .

De nition 1.2 A stru ture A as indi ated above is a partial ombinatory algebra (p a)
if for all a; b; 2 A:
1 ka #, sa # , sab #,
2 kab 
= a and sab 
= a (b ).
If moreover the appli ation operator is total, that is, if ab # for all a; b 2 A, then A is
alled total, or just a

ombinatory algebra ( a).

Note that instead of kab 
= a we an equivalently write kab = a. In general, we have
t
and
t2 #.
t1 = t2 whenever t1 
= 2
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Examples 1.3
1 A well-known example of a p a is Kleene's K = hN ; s; k; appi, where app is de ned as
the Kleene-bra ket appli ation from re ursion theory: app(m; n) 
= fmg(n), and s and
k are appropriately hosen to satisfy the hara terizing axioms. (See Example 5.6.5
in (Mit hell, 1996).) As a matter of fa t, there are (in nitely) many possible hoi es
for s; k . Ea h hoi e yields an alternative variant of K.
2 Another example are the Uniformly Re exive Stru tures of (Strong, 1968) and (Wagner, 1969).
3 The `initial' p a is obtained within Combinatory Logi (CL). Here one takes all losed,
strongly normalizable CL-terms modulo onvertibility by means of the S- and Kaxiom. Appli ation is de ned i the result is again strongly normalizing. In every
p a all appli ative expressions orresponding to strongly normalizing CL-terms are
de ned. In parti ular all normal forms are de ned.
4 One might suppose that also the weakly normalizing CL-terms modulo CL- onvertibility
onstitute a p a, with appli ation de ned i the result is again weakly normalizing,
analogous to the p a of SN-terms in (3). However this is not the ase. For, onsider
! = SII with I = SKK . Then S  K  !  ! is de ned, but K  !  (!  !) is unde ned.
5 On the other hand, there is an interesting lass of CL-terms that we will all PN,
persistently normalizable CL-terms, for whi h the onstru tion in (4) does yield a p a.
De ne M 2 P N i every subterm of a redu t of M has a normal form. If SN is the set
of strongly normalizable CL-terms and WN the set of weakly normalizable CL-terms,
we have SN  PN  WN. An example of a term in PN - SN is:
[S(K(KI))(SII)℄[S(K(KI))(SII)℄.
6 (Asperti and Ciabatoni, 1995; Asperti and Ciabatoni, 1996) have introdu ed `e e tive
appli ative stru tures' (eas); an eas is equivalent to a p a. See Remark 8.1 for a
des ription of the notion eas.

Remark 1.4
1 In proper p a's (i.e. nontotal p a's) we have sk 6= ki with (i = skk ). For, with sk = ki
it would follow from skab 
= kb(ab) and kiab 
= ib 
= b that every ab is de ned.
2 Likewise, in every proper p a we have for all a 2 A, that k (ka) 6= s(k (ka)). Otherwise
it would follow from

k(ka)b 
= kab 
=a
and
 k (ka)b(b )  ka(b )
k(ka)b = s(k(ka))b =
=

that b

, for all b;

#
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A.

The question we address in this paper is whether it will always be possible to extend a
partial ombinatory algebra to a total ombinatory algebra by, if needed, supplementing
the domain with new elements, and ompleting the appli ation operation on the extended
domain. Formally, the notion of extension is given by the following de nition.
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De nition 1.5 An extension of a partial ombinatory algebra A = hA; s; k;  i is a partial
ombinatory algebra B = hB; s; k;  i (same s and k ), su h that A  B and  =
 jdom( ), i.e. 
oin ides with the restri tion of  to dom( ).
A

B

B

A

A

A

B

A

So the question is whether every p a has a total extension. It was raised by H.P. Barendregt, G. Mits hke and D. S ott and in luded in the list of open problems at the Swansea
lambda al ulus meeting of September 1979, whi h was organized by Roger Hindley. We
quote from (Hindley, 1980):

This question was originally asked about the time of the Swansea 1974 meeting, and it seems
both important and diÆ ult. Whatever the answer, some interesting mathemati s will probably
result.

The negative answer was announ ed in (Klop, 1982), in a short note. The present paper
elaborates that announ ement, along the lines of the sket h given there.

I

2. Heuristi s
n (Hindley, 1980) it is already remarked that the following straightforward
attempt to omplete a p a A = hA; s; k; i fails: Add a new element  to A,
and extend  to A [ fg by de ning ab = , if ab " in A, and a = a =  = .
The reason this does not work is that then for all a 2 A, we have a = ka = .
Another reason why this fails is that in the p a of Example 1.3(3) (of the strongly
normalizable CL-terms modulo onvertibility) it is in onsistent to equate all not strongly
normalizable terms. See e.g. (Barendregt, 1984).
Next, one might try to pro eed by adding `formal elements' ab whenever ab ", extending the appli ation to su h a and b by stipulating ab = ab, and then dividing out the
`appropriate' equivalen e relation. However, as our proof of the existen e of in ompletable
p a's will show, no su h pro edure an be uniformly su essful.
It is well-known that one an formulate a `non-erasing' version CLI of CL, using
instead of S and K the basi ombinators I , J , satisfying Ia = a, Jab d = ab(ad ).
Also, the well-known ombinators B , C , I , W an be used for a non-erasing version of
CL. It is obvious how to formulate the orresponding notion of `non-erasing' p a, with
distinguished elements i, j (or b, , i, w). Now it is not hard to show that for su h nonerasing p a's based on fi; j g or fb; ; i; wg with orresponding rules there is no problem
in extending to a total a along the lines mentioned above.
We will now des ribe the intuition behind our synta ti onstru tion of a p a A whi h
annot be ompleted. In ompleting a p a, a previously unde ned expression kt1 t2 may
be ome equal to a previously de ned expression t1 by virtue of the k-equation

kt1 t2 = t1 :
Now suppose that a p a ould be devised in su h a way, that after any would-be ompletion we would be for ed to have kt1 t2 = ks1 s2 , where s1 is again a previously de ned
expression, but su h that in the original p a t1 6= s1 . Then the assumption that a ompletion exists would ne essarily yield an in onsisten y:

t1 = kt1 t2 = ks1 s2 = s1 :
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A ounterexample p a where this indeed happens an be realized as follows. Consider
a p a A, ontaining distin t elements a; b; , and su h that:

s(sk)a = s(sk)b :
Then we have as follows a onversion between a and b :
s(sk)a = s(sk)b
sk (a ) = sk (b )
k(a )( (a )) = k(b )( (b ))
a = b :
Now suppose we an arrange that in A we have a #, b #, a 6= b , but (a ) ", (b ) ". The
above onversion between a and b will then be ruled out sin e it involves the unde ned
expressions (a ) and (b ). We will arrange that also other onversions between a and
b will be ruled out; they `essentially' amount to the one above and will ontain subterms
`essentially' the same as the forbidden (a ) and (b ). Su h a p a A will be in ompletable.
For in any ompletion A of A the onversion between the distin t elements a and b
would go through.
As a guideline for the onstru tion of a p a A as sket hed above, one an think of a; b;
as `bearers of unde nedness'. In small doses, isolated or in an appli ation su h as a ; b
they are harmless, but the presen e in an expression of `large' lusters of them, like (a ),
where large means `length 3', make the expression unde ned. And also expressions
whi h redu e, in the usual Combinatory Logi sense, to unde ned expressions, will be
unde ned. (So e.g. ! (!a), where ! = sii, is an unde ned expression, sin e it redu es to
the large luster aa(aa).)
The onstru tion just sket hed will be performed within Combinatory Logi . In order
to onstru t elements a; b; with the required properties, some new onstants A; B and
C will be added to the ombinators S and K . Note, also in view of the ompletability of
non-erasing p a's (see above), that the ` ulprit' is the K - ombinator, or, in the p a, the
axiom for k , with its erasing e e t.
In Figure 1 we have summarized the situation. The terms AC; BC are onvertible using
the axioms for S; K (the downward arrows) and the axiom S (SK )AC = S (SK )BC (the
horizontal transition). However this onversion is not valid as it leads through `forbidden
territory', namely through the area U of unde ned expressions (D is the area of de ned
expressions). This area U , the shaded, one-like part of the gure, is an absolute barrier;
every attempted onversion between the two terms AC; BC must pass the forbidden area.
The forbidden area ontains all expressions that redu e to the utmost forbidden terms
on the bottom of the one, namely those terms ontaining a `large luster', among them
C (AC ) and C (BC ).

I

3. Combinatory Logi and tra es in CL onversions
n this se tion we olle t the ne essary basi properties of Combinatory Logi
redu tion. We emphasize the use of elementary diagrams in onstru ting
Chur h-Rosser diagrams, and introdu e the notion of `tra e'.

